CORVETTE OWNERS SCHOOL
CURRICULUM
From our fleet of Corvettes, students will drive the 2020 Corvette Stingray with the Z51 option package (Z51 options
include electronically controlled limited-slip diff; closer gear ratios, wider radiators and an additional heat exchanger,
diff and gearbox cooler; aerodynamic pieces and larger wheels and tires). All school Stingray’s are equipped with
Michelin Pilot Sport 4S tires. Although the mid-engine Corvette is an easy car to drive, it still requires good car control
which comes from proper driving technique.
Our curriculum focuses on developing your individual car control skills to perfect these techniques. Understanding the
performance capabilities and features of the new C8 Corvette Stingray are important elements of our program.
Instruction includes Performance Data Recorder (PDR) with individual video review, comprehension of the 4-position
Driver Mode Selector, Magnetic Ride Suspension, Dual Clutch Transmission features; Drive Mode, Manual Mode (Paddle
Shift), Double Paddle D-Clutch, Standard Start, Rapid Start and Launch Control. Our fleet of Corvettes are equipped with
2-way radio communications providing students with constant interaction with their instructor.
Our step-by-step curriculum includes dynamic car control exercises on a wet and dry skid-pad, visual skill development,
proper cornering techniques, on-track shifting exercise in drive and manual mode, autocross and lead/follow with our
instructor team. Throughout our program, you will also learn to manage the performance enhancements of the 8th
generation Corvette.
Classroom sessions are short but informative. Our exhilarating vehicle exercises and precision focused track time will
help you gain knowledge and confidence in yourself and the new Corvette. Corner-approach techniques are critical.
With the new Corvette's Dual Clutch Transmission, whether paddle shifting, or drive mode, footwork and timing are still
critical elements.
Mind speed processing and decision-making are key elements in the high-performance world. Our car control exercises,
and on-track training will help drivers improve their ability to process information quickly and accurately, resulting in
better coordination of eyes, hands, and feet as well as improved speed and accuracy.
Following your 2 days of challenging and exhilarating activities with us, you will find yourself a more knowledgeable and
confident performance driver!
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